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1. Welcome to the world of SaleSphere 

 

Thank you for choosing SaleSphere.  

With SaleSphere you have an app at your disposal that will greatly simplify your 

entire sales process from now on. You have all important information centrally and 

always up-to-date in one place and can create presentations that will inspire your 

customers in just a few steps. During the development of the app, we paid 

particular attention to combining an optimal range of functions with easy operation 

and a high level of clarity.  

Digital catalogues play a central role. They represent your individual product 

portfolio and offer you a wide range of design and presentation options for your 

products. In the CRM (Customer Relation Management) area, you have all contact 

information about your customers at your fingertips and access to common 

programs such as Highrise or Salesforce to connect directly to your company's 

processes. In presentation mode, you can not only present your products in an 

impressive way, but also create call logs and record important feedback from your 

customers. The SaleSphere app can be individually designed and offers the 

possibility to display the app in your corporate design via the administration area. 

This creates a comprehensive and flexible tool that will make your work easier and 

increase your degrees.  

In this manual you will learn everything you need to work successfully with 

SaleSphere. The first part explains in detail how the app works and how to use it on 

the tablet. The second part deals with the so-called backend. On this administration 

platform, your content is uploaded, access rights are granted and the individual 

design of your app is created. If you as a user work on this level yourself, you have 

everything you need in one compact manual. If the backend is managed by an 

administrator, he can go directly to the second part. 

We hope you enjoy discovering and using the SaleSphere App! 

 

System requirements 

To use the SaleSphere App on an Apple device, you need iOS 10 or higher, a 64bit 

CPU and at least 1 GB memory (2 GB or more recommended). Suitable devices are 

iPad, iPad mini, iPad Pro, iPhone 5 or higher. 

To use the SaleSphere app on a device with Android operating system, you need 

Android 5.1 or higher and a tablet or smartphone with Android operating system. 



 

 

Initial installation 

Download the SaleSphere app from the App Store for an iOS version (Apple) or from 

the Play Store for the Android version. Search there for "SaleSphere" or simply 

follow the corresponding link on your mobile device: 

iOS: https://itunes.apple.com/app/salesphere-mobile-in-sales/id1260911887?mt=8 

Android: https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=de.mvise.sasp&hl=en 

 

  

 

Downloading the app is free. All you need is an active Apple ID (iOS version) or an 

active Googlemail account. You can obtain these free of charge from the respective 

provider. Please make sure that you have an active WiFi connection during the 

download.  

After the download the installation starts automatically. Tap the SaleSphere icon 

to start the app. 

 

  

https://itunes.apple.com/app/salesphere-mobile-in-sales/id1260911887?mt=8


 

2. First Login 

 

When you first log in, you will first be asked to log in using the login data provided 

to you by your administrator or which you have created yourself in the backend 

(https://salesphere.mvise.de/salesphere-web/login). 

Your login consists of: 

▪ Company name - This tenant name is created by the administrator in 

advance. Usually this is your company name. 

▪ E-mail - This is the e-mail address your administrator used to invite you to 

access the app. 

▪ Password - After the administrator has logged in, you have received an     

invitation by e-mail and can enter your password there. 

 

1. Enter your login data and confirm your entry. If you have forgotten your password, 

you can reassign it at any time at https://salesphere.mvise.de/salesphere-

web/forgot-password. You will then receive an e-mail which guides you to reset your 

password. Therefore, it is important that you have access to your login e-mail 

address for this process. 

 

https://salesphere.mvise.de/salesphere-web/login
https://salesphere.mvise.de/salesphere-web/login
https://salesphere.mvise.de/salesphere-web/forgot-password
https://salesphere.mvise.de/salesphere-web/forgot-password


 

 

1  View of the application 

Tip: You can create your own account for testing purposes. However, this is 
not linked to your company, but belongs only to you. You can register at: 

https://salesphere.mvise.de/salesphere-web/signup/ You can create a test 
account there that is valid for 30 days. You can also test the functionality 

of the SaleSphere app anonymously by clicking on the "Demo" button. 
There you work with the demo data provided by us. 

 

2. After the first login with your login data you will now be asked to assign a 

personal identification number (PIN). This four-digit character string is used to 

access the SaleSphere App without Internet access. The PIN is requested if you 

have actively terminated the app or if it has been terminated by the operating 

system. 

▪ Select four characters (letters, numbers or special characters) and enter 

them in the fields provided. 

▪ Repeat the PIN to avoid errors and confirm the entry.  

▪ After successful entry you get to the app. 

 

https://salesphere.mvise.de/salesphere-web/signup/
https://salesphere.mvise.de/salesphere-web/signup/


 

 

2  First-time PIN entry with PIN repetition 

 

3. Alternatively, you have the option of logging in with another user. To do this, press 

the "Switch User" button. You will then be asked for its login data. 



 

 

 

3  Enter PIN 

 

4. After logging in you will first see a short introduction that informs you about the 

app. If you do not want to see this introduction every time you log in, select the 

"Do not show again" checkbox at the bottom left and close the view. 



 

 

4  Introductory view when starting the app 

 

 

  



 

3. Here we go: The first look into the app 

 

In this chapter you will learn about the functions of the app, starting with 
the homescreen. You will learn how to move through the app and where 

everything is located. You will also learn the Edit mode, which you can use 
to customize the homescreen and perform other actions.  

Homescreen 

After the start you will land on the homescreen of SaleSphere. From here you have 

access to all important functions of your app. The homescreen consists of different 

modules that lead to different areas of the app. In addition, there is a menu bar and 

a side menu, which are explained below in more detail. 

 

 

5  Default configuration of the homescreen 

 

After the first installation, the following four modules in the form of tiles are always 

on the homescreen: 



 

▪ CRM - From here you can access the CRM area where you can manage your 

customer contacts. 

▪ Bookmarks - Here you will find all products or categories that you have 

bookmarked. 

▪ Protocols - From here you have access to all protocols you have created 

during your presentations. 

▪ Presentations - In this section you will find an overview of all presentations 

you have created. 

 

Menu bar 

The menu bar is located at the top of your homescreen and includes the following 

functions: 

▪ Side menu - access to the side menu 

▪ Search - Search in all catalogues  

▪ History - Calling up products already visited  

▪ Edit Mode - Access to Edit Mode 

 

  

 

Edit mode 

You enter the edit mode by tapping on the pen icon in the upper right corner of the 

menu bar. Here you can use the following functions to customize your homescreen: 

▪ Adding bookmarks 

▪ Adding websites by entering a URL 

▪ Adding catalogues  

▪ Adding modules 

▪ Moving existing tiles 

▪ Delete existing tiles by selecting and tapping the trash bin icon 

http://www.apple.com/de/
http://www.apple.com/de/
http://www.apple.com/de/
http://www.apple.com/de/
http://www.apple.com/de/
http://www.apple.com/de/
http://www.apple.com/de/
http://www.apple.com/de/


 

 

To exit Edit Mode, simply tap the Close-X button in the upper left corner of the menu 

bar. 

 

Side menu 

In addition to the homescreen, which can be customized individually, all catalogues 

and modules are also available via the side menu.  

 

 

6  Content of the side menu 

 

Tip: Some modules can be switched off or special modules can be 
switched on via the backend. If the view of your page menu differs from the 

example, the configuration of the administrator in the backend is 
responsible for this. 



 

 

Customizing the homescreen 

To configure your homescreen individually, go to the edit mode by tapping the pen 

icon at the top right of the menu bar. 

 

Moving or deleting a module on the homescreen 

To move a module, drag and drop it to the desired position. If you want to remove 

a module, select the module and then tap the trash bin icon. 

 

7  Edit mode of the homescreen 

 

Add a module to the homescreen 

To add a module to the homescreen, tap the module icon in the upper right corner 

and a dialogue box opens. Select the relevant module by tapping on it and then 

save your changes. 



 

 

8  Add dialogue module to homescreen 

 

Add a bookmark to your homescreen 

To add a bookmark to the homescreen, tap the bookmark icon in the upper right 

corner. A dialogue box opens in which you can select all bookmarks you want to 

place on the homescreen. You can also select complete product groups here. Then 

save your selection. 



 

 

9  Add Bookmark to Homescreen Dialog 

 

Add a website to your homescreen 

You can also add a web page to the homescreen by entering the URL. To do this, 

tap the corresponding icon in the upper right-hand corner. Then enter the title of 

the web page and the URL, i.e. the exact address (e.g. www.salesphere.com) in the 

dialogue box. Then save your entry. 

http://www.salesphere.com/


 

 

10  Add URL dialogue to homescreen 

 

Adding catalogues to the homescreen 

You can also store catalogues directly on the homescreen.  

To do this, tap on the catalogue symbol in the top right-hand corner. Then select all 

catalogues that you want to place on the homescreen. Then save your selection. 



 

 

11  Add Catalogues to homescreen Dialogue 

 

When you have finished customizing your homescreen or want to cancel the 

process, exit the edit mode by tapping the Close-X button in the top left corner of 

the menu bar. 

 

  



 

4. Catalogues: Your products 

 

This chapter is about your product portfolio which is represented in the 
form of catalogues. You learn how a catalogue is structured, get to know 

the different levels and how to move within them. 

 

The most important part of the app are your catalogues, because they represent 

your complete product portfolio. The catalogues are created in the backend by the 

administrator. Only then can they be called up via the side menu. To store 

catalogues directly on the homescreen, configure your homescreen in edit mode 

as described above. 

A catalogue usually consists of different categories and products. Each category 

contains a certain number of products. However, the structure of a catalogue is 

flexible and can be adapted exactly to your needs. The design of the catalogues 

can also be individually designed in the backend. 

The following examples introduce you to the different levels of the catalogues and 

explain how to navigate here. You can easily follow all examples using the demo 

catalogue. Please login via the demo access in the app as described in chapter 2. 

 

>> Select a catalogue by tapping it from the side menu or the homescreen. 



 

 

12  Catalogue selection in the side menu 

 

Catalogue page 

In the selected example you will now see the catalogue "Fashion" with the three 

categories "Shirts", "Shoes" and "Accessories". Of course, you can add more 

categories in the backend. The categories are arranged in tile form, as you already 

know it from the homescreen and usually form the topmost level of a catalog.  



 

 

13  Example of a catalogue (fashion) 

 

>> Tap on a tile (in the example shirts) to reach the desired category page. 

 

Category page 

This category page contains five products. Category pages can contain products 

or other subcategories.  

 



 

 

14  Example of a category page with several products 

 

>> Now tap on one of these products (Shirt) to reach the lowest level in the example: 

The product page. 

 

 

Tip: Depending on the scope and structure of your offer, you can work with 
subcategories. Consider the structure of your catalogues in advance and 

discuss them with your administrator if necessary. 

 

Product site 

The product page contains all information about your respective product. As a rule, 

each product page has one or more elements in the form of images. In addition, 

documents or videos can be added as elements. 

 



 

 

15  Example of a product page 

 

>> By swiping to the right or left, you can select a desired element and maximize it 

up by tapping. A full screen view opens. 

 

Tip: You can bookmark product pages by tapping the bookmark icon in the 
upper right menu bar. 

 

Full screen view 

If there are multiple items, you can swipe right or left to navigate through the items 

in full screen view. Documents or videos are also displayed in this mode.  

You can leave the full screen view at any time by simply tapping the picture at any 

point. 



 

 

16  Full screen view of a product presentation 



 

Navigating within the catalogue 

 

Use the back arrow at the top left of the menu bar to return to the next 

higher level of your catalog. 

 

Centered in the middle of the menu bar, tap on the title to open the breadcrumb 

navigation. Here you can select the desired layer to which you want to jump by 

tapping. 

17 Breadcrumb navigation 

 

By pressing the home button you leave the catalogue and return to the 

homescreen. 

 

Tip: By default, all catalogue contents are loaded and displayed via an 
internet connection. If there is no active internet connection for a 

presentation with your customers, you should download all catalogue 
contents in preparation for your appointment. How it works is explained in 

the Settings chapter. 

 



 

5. Product search: Find the information you need quickly 

 

In this chapter you will get to know the product search. You will learn which 
different functions are available and how to use them. 

 

The previous chapter showed you how to navigate within the catalogues. 

Alternatively, you can use the product search to go directly to a desired product or 

category. 

You will find the product search at several locations within the app. The most 

important difference: 

▪ The product search at the top right of the homescreen searches through 

all catalogues, not just individual ones. 

▪ The product search within a catalogue searches only the categories or 

products in it. 

It is irrelevant whether the catalogues are located locally on your device (that is, 

offline) or accessed directly from the backend (that is, online). 

The search finds your keywords within: 

▪ category titles 

▪ Category descriptions 

▪ product titles 

▪ product specifications 

 

Product search on the homescreen 

If you search from the homescreen, you will get a search results page that is sorted 

by relevance. All catalogues are searched. It is also mentioned for each result entry 

whether the search result is a category or a product. 

1. Tap the magnifying glass icon at the top right of the menu bar to activate the 

search function. 

2. Tap in the white input field below the menu bar to activate text input. 

3. Enter at least three characters of your search term. Expand or change the search 

term as required. 

4. From the search results now displayed, you can select your desired product or 

category by tapping. 



 

 

 

18  Search results page by search from the homescreen 

 

Tip: After you have selected a product from the search results, you can 
return to the search results page using the back arrow at the top left of the 

menu bar. 

 

Product search within a catalogue 

If you search within a catalogue, your search results are displayed directly below 

the input field. Here it is also mentioned for each result entry whether it is a category 

or a product.  

1. Tap in the search input field at the top right of the menu bar to activate the search 

function. 

2. Enter at least three characters of your search term. Expand or change the search 

term as required. 

3. From the search results now displayed, you can select your desired product or 

category by tapping.  



 

 

 

19  Search results by search within a catalog 

  



 

6. The History: Jump into the Past   

Besides navigation within the catalogues or using the search function, you 
can jump directly to a product with the history function. This chapter 

explains how this works. 

The history displays all products visited in the past in the order in which they were 

called. The currently visited product is on top. 

  

There are two ways to call up the history: 

▪ By tapping the history icon in the top right corner of the menu bar on the 

homescreen. 

▪ By wiping left from the right margin, on each page. 

 

By tapping a product entry in the history, you can jump dsirectly to the respective 

product. 

 

 

20  History of visited products 



 

7. CRM: Your Contacts 

 

In this chapter you will get to know the CRM area. You will learn how to find 
your contacts quickly using the search function. We also show you how to 

add individuals and companies to a list of favorites. 

 

With the Customer Relation Management (CRM) area you have all your customers 

information, such as e-mail addresses, phone numbers and addresses, available at 

any time. It is also crucial here that these have been entered in the backend 

beforehand. 

You open the CRM area by tapping the CRM tile on the homescreen or via the side 

menu. 

 

 

21  View of CRM with selected company entry 

 

Below "All contacts" you will find all your company entries on the left side. 



 

By tapping the desired company entry, the detailed view of the selected company 

opens in the right area.  

In the example you see different phone numbers, e-mail addresses and the work 

address of the company listed. Directly below you will find your contact persons 

within the selected company. 

By tapping on the respective contact person, the sublevel with the details of this 

person opens. 

 

 

22  View of a CRM contact 

 

Favorites 

The Favorites function allows you to add both companies and individuals to a 

favorites list. This will create a list of selected contacts. 

 

A contact automatically becomes a favorite when you call it up and then 

touch the heart icon on the right.  

 



 

To remove a contact from the Favorites list, tap the heart icon again. 

 

You can switch between "All contacts" and your "Favorites" by selecting them in the 

top left-hand corner. Simply tap on the desired area. 

 

 

23  View of a CRM contact 

 

Search in CRM 

In the CRM area you can use a search function to search for companies and contact 

persons. 

Tap the search icon at the top right of the menu bar to activate the search. 

 

 



 

 

24  Search in CRM 

 

2. enter at least three characters of your search word to start the search 

automatically.  

3. if necessary, enter additional characters to limit your search selection.  

 

Select your desired search result in the left area by tapping. 



 

 

25  Search results in CRM 

 

Tip: If you tap an e-mail address, you will be forwarded directly to your e-
mail program. By tapping on an address, your map service or route planner 

opens automatically.  

 

  



 

8. The Bookmark Manager 

 

In this chapter you will learn how to manage your bookmarks. You will learn 
how to sort, delete, move and group bookmarks. 

 

As already described above, you can bookmark the product pages. All set 

bookmarks can be found in the bookmark manager. Here you can sort, delete, move 

and group your bookmarks within folders. Products that you bookmark form the 

basis for your presentations.  

>> You open the bookmark manager by tapping the bookmark tile on the 

homescreen or from the side menu.  

 

Bookmarks overview 

In the example, five bookmarks are set, two of them in bookmark groups and one 

not assigned ("unassigned" folder). 

 

26  Bookmarks overview 



 

 

Menu bar in the bookmark manager: 

 

 

The following functions are available in the menu bar of the bookmark manager: 

▪ Sort bookmarks alphabetically or by date (last update) 

▪ Create new folders (to add more structure to your bookmarks collection) 

▪ Edit mode with additional functions 

 

Edit Mode in Bookmark Manager 

 

Move multiple bookmarks at once 

The edit mode allows you to move or delete several bookmarks at the same time. 

In the example shown, the action of moving two bookmarks from group 2 to group 

1 is performed: 

 

Select all bookmarks you want to move and tap the Move icon at the top right of 

the menu bar. 

 

 

 



 

 

27  Bookmark - Edit Mode 

 

Select the destination in the dialogue box and confirm with OK. 



 

 

28  Bookmarks - Move bookmarks to a group 

 

Delete multiple bookmarks at once 

To delete several bookmarks at the same time, proceed in a similar way: 

1. Select all bookmarks you want to delete. 

2. Tap the trash bin icon. 

3. Confirm your entry. 

 

Moving individual bookmarks 

If you only want to move a single bookmark, follow these steps: 

1. Wipe left on the bookmark. 

2. Tap the move icon that now appears. 

3. Select the destination in the dialogue box and confirm with OK. 

 

 



 

Delete individual bookmarks 

If you only want to delete a single bookmark, follow these steps: 

1. Wipe on the respective bookmark to the left. 

2. Tap on the trash bin icon that now appears. 

3.  Confirm your entry. 

 

 

29  Bookmarks - Move or delete a single item 

 

By touching the gear symbol, you have the possibility to remove entire folders 

including all bookmarks or rename folders. 

 

 

Renaming a folder 

1. Tap on the gear symbol of the folder you want to rename. 

2. Select the"Rename" action. 



 

3. Enter the new name of the folder and save your entry. 

 

Remove a folder 

1. Tap on the gear symbol of the folder you want to rename. 

2. Select the"Delete" action. 

3. Confirm your entry or cancel the action here. 

 

Adding a folder 

1. Tap the folder icon at the top right of the menu bar. 

2. Enter a name for the new folder. 

3. Press on "Create". 

 

Tip: Bookmarks can also be set for PDF files. Tap on the PDF in full screen 
mode. At the top right of the frame you will find the bookmark symbol. Your 
advantage: A tile can be placed directly on the homescreen, which leads to 

the PDF. 

 

 

  



 

9. Creating presentations - preparing for your customer meeting 

 

In this chapter you will get to know the presentation area. You will learn 
how to create new presentations, which options are available and how to 

edit the presentations. 

 

With the "Presentations" module you can create an attractive presentation of 

selected products in preparation for a customer meeting. The basis for the 

presentation are products that you have bookmarked. You can also add photos and 

other information to the presentation. 

You open the module by tapping the presentation tile on the homescreen or via the 

side menu. 

 

Create new presentation 

>> By tapping the plus symbol at the bottom right, you create your first presentation. 

 

30  Presentations - Empty Presentation Overview 

 



 

You can now give the presentation a name and optionally assign a group. Groups 

are also used here to structure and organize your presentations. If you assign a 

previously unknown group name, this group is created automatically.  

If at least the presentation name is entered, the Create button becomes active.  

 

 

31  Create new presentation 

 

Presentation editor 

>> Tap the Create button to access the presentation editor. 



 

 

32  Presentation editor without elements 

 

Adding elements to the presentation 

You can now insert various elements into the presentation. To do this, tap the plus 

symbol in the left area. The following elements are available to you: 

▪ Bookmark - All pages (e.g. products and PDFs) that you have bookmarked 

can be dragged into the presentation. 

▪ Cover - For information such as presentation title, customer name and date. 

▪ Agenda - A table of contents whose contents you can define in the following 

(see below). 

▪ Business Card - To add your contact details to the presentation. 

▪ Photo - You will be asked whether you want to take the photo directly with 

the camera or access the gallery. 

▪ Video - You will be asked whether you want to record the video directly or 

access the gallery. 



 

▪ Document - Access your document cloud (e.g. iCloud) and import 

documents. 

>> Tap on the plus symbol to drag your desired elements into the presentation. 

 

 

33  Presentation Editor - Adding Slides 



 

 

34  Typical appearance of a presentation in the presentation editor 

Changing the sequence of the slides 

If you are not satisfied with the order of the slides, you can change the order at any 

time by dragging and dropping: 

1. Tap the two lines on the right edge of the slide that you want to move. 

2. Press and hold until the slide is activated. 

3. Drag the slide to the desired position. 

 



 

 

35  Presentation Editor - Information Tab 

 

Content and Information Tabs 

The Content and Information tabs are available in the upper right-hand area. By 

default, each slide is set to content. By switching to Information you can optionally 

set some other things: 

▪ Slide Title - Change the name of the selected slide. 

▪ Tag - Six colors are available to you, which you can use for marking within 

the presentation. 

▪ List slide in agenda - By activating this check box you include the slide in the 

agenda (table of contents). 

▪ Use slide as presentation thumbnail - Displays a thumbnail of the slide in the 

presentation overview. This option is only suitable for products. 

 

 



 

 

36  Presentation Editor - Selecting a slide as a presentation thumbnail 

 

Edit Mode in the Presentation Editor 

If you want to edit several slides at once (e.g. delete or add them to the agenda), it is 

recommended to activate the edit mode using the pen icon in the top right corner of 

the menu bar. 

 

 

Once the edit mode is active, you can select the desired slides by tapping them in the 

left area and then select an action (top right). The following actions are available to 

you: 

▪ Add all selected slides to the agenda 

▪ Remove all selected slides from the agenda 

▪ Assign a specific color to all selected slides 



 

▪ Delete all selected slides 

 

 

 

37  Presentation Editor Edit Mode 



 

 

38  Presentation Editor Multiple Selection 

 

>> Tap the Close-X button at the top left of the menu bar to exit the edit mode. 

 

Presentation Overview 

Once the editing of the presentation has been completed, you can now 

• Use the preview icon to view the presentation. 

 

 

• Use the back arrow to return to the presentation overview and call up the 

presentation from there. 

The presentation overview now contains the created presentation in the desired folder. 

In the presentation overview, tap your presentation to start it. 



 

 

 

39  Presentation overview with one entry 

 

Context menu of the presentation entry 

By swiping to the left within the presentation entry, you can perform some actions in 

advance if required: 

▪ Return to Edit Mode  

▪ Edit presentation name or presentation group name 

▪ Make a copy of the presentation  

▪ Create a PDF of the current presentation and send it as an attachment by e-

mail 

▪ Delete presentation 



 

 

40  Context menu of the presentation entry 

 

 

41  Presentation Overview: Context Menu per Entry 

 

In the presentation overview, the following functions are also available in the menu 

(top right): 

▪ Creating a New Group 

▪ Sort presentations alphabetically or by date 

▪ Filter by tag color or by specific folders (by default, all folders are displayed) 



 

▪ Edit mode with the functions Move, Assign Marker Color and Delete 

 

 

 

 

42  Presentation Overview Multiple Selection 

 

>> To exit the edit mode, use the Close-X button at the top left of the menu bar. 

  



 

10. Presentation and protocol - In a customer discussion 

 

In this chapter you will learn how to conduct a presentation in a customer 
meeting. To do this, you will learn the functions of the presentation mode. 

We will also explain how to prepare a protocol after the presentation. 

 

You start a presentation by tapping on the desired entry in the presentation 

overview. 

 

Functions in Presentation Mode 

After tapping, you enter the presentation mode. You can either scroll through the 

individual presentation slides by swiping to the right or left or execute the functions 

in the menu bar. 

The functions of the menu bar depend on the page you are on. In detail, these are: 

Close button: Closes the presentation mode. You are then asked whether you want 

to create a protocol. Protocol entries document your presentation for the customer, 

e.g. what products were shown, the time of the presentation and the participants. 

Current page number / total number 

 

 

 presentation name 

Close-X - You will then be asked if you want to start the presentation 

and create a protocol entry. 



 

 

 

43  Start slide of the presentation 

 

Quick access in presentation mode 

During the presentation you can access the Service Overlay feature at any time by 

tapping with two fingers. The overlay that opens allows you to quickly jump to a 

desired slide and to enter the customer's interest in a product including a possible 

note (see below). 

You end the Service Overlay via the Close-X in the upper right corner. You will then 

return to the presentation on the slide that was last selected in Service Overlay. 



 

 

44  Service Overlay 

  

Product rating with stars 

With Service Overlay, you are able to enter your customer's rating of the product 

using the star symbols in the upper left corner on all product slides. This feedback 

on the individual products is automatically included in the protocol. 

5 stars: Product meets with great interest 

3 stars: Product is rather uninteresting / moderately interesting 

1 star: Product is not interesting for the customer 

The selection of the rating is optional. Do not add a rating, for example, if the 

product is not relevant for the customer or if you have not heard a statement from 

your customer. 

 

>> To enter a rating, tap the respective star icon. You can override your input at any 

time. 



 

 

45  Example of a product slide with rating and note 

 

Create protocol 

Whenever you end a presentation, you are asked if you want to create a protocol 

entry or not. Protocol entries document your presentation to the customer, e.g. the 

time of the presentation and the participants. 

 

 

46  Dialogue after finishing a presentation 



 

 

Protocol overview 

Each presentation that ends with a protocol entry automatically generates this 

protocol entry. You can find these in the Protocol area. 

The data is recorded in a list view: 

▪ Date and time of the presentation 

▪ Name of the presentation 

▪ Number of included slides 

You can display the protocol again at any time by tapping on the relevant item. 

 

47  Protocol overview with two items 

 

Context menu of the protocol entry 

By swiping to the left within the protocol entry, you can carry out some actions in 

advance if required: 

▪ Call the protocol editor (see below)  



 

▪ Move the protocol to another group  

▪ Share icon: Generates a protocol as a PDF file from the presentation and all 

evaluations and feedback. This will be transferred to your e-mail program 

(e.g. Apple Mail). The subject of the e-mail contains the title of the minutes, 

and the respective participants of the presentation are entered as recipients.  

▪ Delete protocol 

 

 

 

Protocol editor 

In the Protocol editor, you see the slides contained in the presentation on the left, 

similar to the presentation editor. All slides that were actually shown during the 

presentation are activated by default, i.e. they are forwarded to a PDF to be created. 

You can thus determine which content is really sent out to your customers. If you 

want to change the selection, activate or deactivate the respective slides. 

 



 

 

48  Protocol Editor 

 

49  Subsequent processing of a product slide 



 

Participants and final comment 

You can switch the view of the protocol editor by selecting the tabs in the upper 

area: 

▪ Slides: the view of all slides 

▪ Participants: Select them from the customer contacts entered in CRM. To 

send a protocol to the participants, a contact e-mail address must be stored 

in the CRM. 

▪ Final comment: here you can enter a concluding remark, which can be 

transferred into the protocol.pdf. 

 

 

 

 

50  Participants of the presentation 

 



 

The final page of the Protocol is of particular importance. Finally, general 

information such as a general customer feedback or an outstanding purchase 

order can be entered here. You can also edit the comments on the products here. 

 

 

51  Protocol final comment page 

 
  



 

11. Settings 

 

To access the "Settings" section of the SaleSphere App, select it from the side 

menu. There you will find four sub-areas: 

▪ Catalogue Management - Switching catalogues offline or online 

▪ General - Language settings 

▪ Backup - Backup of all local data 

▪ Change PIN 

 

Catalogue Management 

In the Synchronization area you will see a list of all your product catalogues. The 

default setting here is online, i.e. all catalogues are loaded via an active online 

connection from the backend of SaleSphere at the time of the call.  

The big advantage of an online catalogue is that you can be sure to work with the 

latest data of the backend at any time. 

However, during a customer visit it is usually necessary to work without an active 

internet connection. Prepare yourself for your customer meeting by switching all 

catalogues offline that you want to present to the customer. In this way, you are 

independent of your WiFi connection. 

Slide the Offline button to the right to start the download of your catalogue 

(synchronization with the SaleSphere backend). 

 

 



 

 

52  View of three catalogues in Catalogue Management 

 

A progress bar informs you about the download process. Depending on the size of 

the catalogue and the speed of your online connection, the download may take a 

few minutes.  

Once the download is complete, the progress bar disappears. The switch is set to 

“Offline active”, i.e. the catalogue is now available as a local copy on your device.  



 

 

53  Synchronization of a catalogue 

 

The advantage of an offline available catalogue is clear: from now on you are no 

longer dependent on a functioning online connection. In addition, the call in the app 

is also noticeably faster than would be possible with an online call.  

The disadvantage of course is that you do not necessarily work with the current 

data available in the SaleSphere backend.  

But the SaleSphere App offers a solution for this: 

>> Set the Auto-Sync switch to Active.  

This has the effect that the app automatically establishes a connection with the 

backend once within 24 hours and checks for updates of the respective catalog. 

If this is the case, the relevant catalogue is not updated immediately, but an update 

button is displayed. In any case, it is up to you when you perform an update. This 

prevents you from being charged with downloading a catalogue during a customer 

presentation, for example. 

Start the update process by pressing the update button.  

As a rule, only the part of the catalogue that has changed is loaded. The update 

process is therefore usually faster than the initial download process of the catalog. 



 

 

 

54  View of a catalogue in offline mode with Auto-Sync active 

 

You can also check that the catalogues are up-to-date at any time by dragging the 

right-hand area down (internet connection required). If a new version is available, 

the corresponding update buttons are displayed. 



 

 

55  Pull to refresh in Catalogue Management 

 

You can view the current status of a catalogue by tapping the info icon. Here you 

can also find out when the last download (synchronization) took place. 

 

56  Calling up the sync information of a catalog 



 

 

Tip: You can of course put an offline catalogue back online at any time. All 
previously saved contents are then deleted and replaced by the current 

version in the backend. 

 

General information 

 

Language settings 

In the "General" section you can make various language settings. These concern 

on the one hand the language of the texts in the app and on the other hand the 

language of the catalogues. Both language settings can be selected independently 

of each other.  

By default, the language setting of your operating system is read out. For example, 

if an English iOS is detected, the app language is set to English by default. 

Accordingly, the standard language of the catalogues is also set to English. 

 

57  Language settings under Settings > General 

 



 

The set catalogue language affects the display of the catalogues under the menu 

items Synchronization and within the side menu. Only those catalogues are 

displayed which have received a corresponding language setting in the SaleSphere 

backend. 

Example: There are two catalogues in the backend. Catalogue A is provided with 

the language settings German, catalogue B with the language setting English. If you 

check German in the app, only the German catalogues are displayed both under 

Synchronization and in the side menu. The same applies to the English catalogues 

if you check the box for English. 

 

Tutorials 

In addition, the "General" section also contains the basic settings whether the 

introductory tutorial and the descriptions of the individual modules and the 

Presentation Service Overlay should be displayed. The switch is set to Active by 

default, i.e. the info views are displayed. You can either switch off the display by 

checking the respective checkbox or set the switch to off. 

 

Backup 

The third section of settings allows you to save all local settings of your app.  

With the backup you are able to access all your data after reinstalling the app, but 

also to switch to another device (e.g. from iPhone to an Android tablet) without 

data loss. 

>> To make a backup of your local settings, press the Save button. You have one 

backup slot per tablet/phone.  

Included are the settings of the homescreen (i.e. positions and type of tiles), 

bookmarks, presentation and protocols. 

 



 

 

58  View of the backup area before creating a backup 

 

59  Confirmation message before creating a backup 



 

The restore can be done by tapping the Restore button of the desired entry. Please 

note that this will overwrite the current settings of the SaleSphere App. 

The duration of the backup and recovery depends on the amount of data backed 

up. Usually, however, it only takes a few seconds or minutes. 

 

 

60  View of the backup area with generated backup entries 

Change PIN 

The last section allows you to change your PIN for security reasons. You have to 

type your old PIN once and the new PIN twice. Confirm with Save Button. 

  



 

12. Support – your quick help 

 

You can contact us via the Support section of the side menu. The advantage for 

you is that an e-mail is sent to a defined address, including the information we need 

for further processing. 

You can make an inquiry at any time. Please assign a category to prepare the pre-

sorting: 

▪ General Question: Questions about the SaleSphere App or the backend, e.g. also 

new ideas and functional wishes. 

▪ Technical Issue: Everything concerning technical support, e.g. technical errors. 

▪ Other Questions: If you have questions about your license model or need 

additional licenses. 

 

Please fill in the contact information. Mandatory fields are marked accordingly: 

▪ Your message (required) 

▪ First name 

▪ Surname (required) 

▪ Company (required) 

▪ City 

▪ Contact me via: (mandatory field) 

▪ E-mail 

▪ Phone 

After sending the message via the Submit button the complete content is 

transferred to your e-mail program. Please note that we will send you technical 

information such as App version or device specifications for error analysis. If you 

do not wish this, please delete the corresponding entries from the e-mail. 

 



 

 

61  Support form 

 

13. Log out of the app 

 

The last menu item in the side menu is used to log off the app. This can be useful 

if you want to block access to the product data.  

In this case, confirm whether you really want to unsubscribe or cancel the process. 

After logging off, you must log in again by entering your PIN.  



 

14. Log on to the backend (administration area) 

 

The backend is the administration area of the SaleSphere app on the Internet. Here 

content is uploaded, access rights are assigned and the app is individually 

designed. The backend offers the possibility to assign different roles with 

corresponding access rights. A typical distribution would be an administrator with 

comprehensive access rights and several users who have only limited access 

rights in the backend and primarily work with the app in the field. In smaller 

companies, however, the administration can of course also be carried out by the 

user himself. In the chapter Access Rights you will learn everything about the 

individual roles and the various possible uses. 

 

New registration 

Proceed as follows to set up your access in the backend (administration area): 

4. Go to the page: https://salesphere.mvise.de/salesphere-web/ This is the login 

area. 

5. Select: "Not registered? Sign up here!". 

6. Select a client name (name of your company or customer) and enter your e-mail 

address.  

7. Then click on: "Next". 

8. Read and agree to the Privacy Policy and Terms of Use. 

9. Then click on: "Submit". 

10. Go to your e-mail program and confirm your e-mail address in the received e-

mail.  

11. Enter a password for your account. Then repeat your password and save it. 

12. Now you can log in with your access data in the registration area. 

 

 

  

https://salesphere.mvise.de/salesphere-web


 

Login 

13. Go to the page: https://salesphere.mvise.de/salesphere-web/login/ 

14. Enter your company name, e-mail address and password. 

15. Click on: "Login". 

 

 

62  Login 

 

15. Navigation 

 

The menu bar is located at the top of the screen, under the SaleSphere logo. You 

can use this to navigate to the individual functional areas of the backend. 

 

63  Menu bar 

 

The arrows next to the individual menu items show you that the respective item 

contains further, subordinate elements which can be displayed and then selected 

by clicking on the menu item.  

https://salesphere.mvise.de/salesphere-web/login/


 

The individual menu items and their functions are presented in detail in the 

following chapters. 

 

16. CMS 

 

In the CMS (Content Management System) you manage the content that is 

displayed in the Mobile App in the form of catalogues. Here you can upload images, 

documents and videos and build up the structure of your catalogues. The CMS is 

divided into the areas "Catalogues" and "Menu". 

 

64  Navigation element CMS 

 

To manage the contents (upload, edit, copy, delete) and structure them in 

catalogues, select the "Catalogues" area. 

In the "Menu" area you then link your catalogues to the side menu in the Mobile 

App. This procedure is therefore necessary in order to call up the catalogues in the 

app via the side menu. 

 

Catalogues 

Catalogues are individual content collections consisting of category and product 

pages. If you select the "Catalogues" menu item in the CMS, you will first be taken 



 

to the catalogue overview. Here you can create new catalogues and delete existing 

catalogues. 

 

Catalogue overview 

To create a new catalogue, click on "Add" in the upper left corner. 

To delete a catalogue, first select it in the corresponding check box and then click 

on "Delete" in the upper left-hand corner. 

If you want to copy a catalogue, mark it in the check box and then click on "Copy". 

 

 

65  Delete catalogue 

 

You can make various settings for a catalogue using the pen icon. Here you rename 

the catalogue title, add a description and can add a thumbnail and a background. 

You can also select the language for the entire catalogue here. 

 



 

 

66  Catalogue overview / Edit catalogues 

 

Tip: If a catalogue is not visible in the app, check the following possible 
causes: 1. link to the side menu not added (see above) 2. catalogue is set 

to a different language setting than the app. 

 

Edit catalogue contents 

To edit the content of a catalogue, click on the blue arrow to the right of the 

catalogue in the catalogue overview. 

You can map your entire product structure there by adding as many categories and 

products as you like, then edit them or delete existing categories and products. 

 

 

67  Edit catalogue content 

     



 

Catalogues are made up of category pages and product pages. When creating a 

catalogue, you always use the elements product or category. The difference 

between the two elements is: 

▪ You can add further subordinate elements to a category; this is not possible for 

a product. 

▪ You can select different "templates" (display formats) for categories and 

products. 

▪ You can add a wallpaper to a category; this is not possible for a product. 

▪ You can define the "alignment" of the subordinate tiles for a category. 

 

Add a new category 

Click Add to add a new item to the catalogue. 

An editor opens in which you can make various settings: 

▪ Select the Category template (display format) in the "Type" field. 

▪ Give the category a title and a description. 

▪ If necessary, select additional options, in the example the alignment of the 

products. 

▪ Upload media data via the Media tab, e.g. a thumbnail, pictures, documents or 

videos. 

▪ Save your entries at the bottom right. 

 

A detailed description of the various templates (display format) and the alignment 

of the categories can be found in the chapter "Selecting templates in the backend". 

 

Tip: If you select a layer in your catalogue structure, new elements that you 
add are placed below it. If no layer is selected, new elements are always 

placed on the topmost layer. 



 

 

68  Template Editor > Information tab 

 



 

 

69  Template Editor > Media tab 

 



 

Add New Product 

Click Add to add a new item to the catalog. 

An editor opens in which you can make various settings: 

▪ Select the Product template (display format) in the "Type" field. 

▪ Give the product a title and a description. 

▪ Enter a description and rich text description for the product. 

▪ Upload media data via the Media tab, e.g. a thumbnail, pictures, documents or 

videos. 

▪ Save your entries at the bottom right. 

 

 

70  Template Editor with template selection dropdown 

 

Catalogue structure 

The small arrows on the left-hand side of each category are useful for navigating 

through the catalogue structure created. By clicking on the arrow, the respective 

category opens and the next lower level of the category becomes visible. If you 

click on it again, the category closes again. 



 

 

71  Catalogue structure 

 

The categories (folder symbol) and products (sheet symbol) can be clearly 

identified via the respective symbol. 

 

By holding down the CTRL key and drag & drop you can copy elements including all 

subordinate elements. 

By holding down the CTRL key, the ALT key and drag & drop you can copy 

referenced elements including all subordinate elements. 

For referenced copies, changes you make to the original are transferred directly to 

the referenced copy. 

  

Tip: The referencing option is not activated by default. Please contact us if 
you want to use this function. 

 

When you click on a category or product, you can see the information currently 

added in a preview on the right-hand side. 



 

 

72  Content preview 

 

You can also use the search function at the top left of the respective catalogue to 

search. The titles, descriptions and rich text descriptions of all categories and 

products are searched for the corresponding term. 

 

 

73  Search function 



 

Menu 

To call up catalogues via the Mobile App side menu, you must first create a link 

under "Menu": 

1. Click on: "Add". 

2. Select the catalogue you want to add. 

3. Enter a title under which the catalogue is to appear in the side menu on the 

Mobile App. 

4. Save your entry. 

 

 

74  Navigation element CMS > Menu 

 

Under "Edit" you can create a new assignment of the links and change the catalogue 

title in the side menu. 

With "Delete" you can delete the complete link. 

 

 

17. CRM 

 

In the CRM module you can manage your customers' contact information. CRM 

consists of two levels. The company level (Companies) and the contact person 

level (Contacts). Here you have the possibility to use the internal CRM system of 

SaleSphere or to integrate data from a third party system under certain conditions. 

When you call up the CRM module in the main menu, you will reach the "Companies" 

level. Here you can select this source system if your client already has integration 

with a third party system as a data source. 



 

The prerequisite for this is the license: SaleSphere "Enterprise". In addition, the 

corresponding interfaces to the respective third party system must be available. 

   

75  Selecting the CRM source system 

 

Tip: If you already use your own CRM, please contact us. We will then 
connect this to SaleSphere for you. 

 

If you use the SaleSphere CRM and perform data management here, proceed as 

follows: 

 

Add and edit companies 

On the "Companies" level you can add new companies or edit existing companies.  

To add a new company, click on the "Add" button at the top left.  

To edit an existing company, use the arrow icon next to each entry in the list to go 

down one level and edit the selected company. 

 



 

 

76  Company overview 

 

77  Company > View Mode 

 

In both cases the company editor will open, in which you can enter the information 

about the respective company or edit the previous entries. For example, you can 



 

select a logo and enter the name, e-mail address(es), telephone numbers and 

various postal addresses. 

Click on "Save" to save the changes. 

 

 

78  Company > Editing mode 

 

To delete a company, check the checkbox in front of the respective list entry and 

click on the "Delete" button at the top. 

 

79  Delete company 



 

Add and edit people 

To add people to a company, use the blue arrow at the far right of the company's 

list entry. This takes you to the second level of the CRM module, the "Customer 

details" area. 

All persons added here are assigned to the parent company. The headline 

"Customer details" and the name of the respective company make this clear. 

You can add people by clicking on "Add" in the upper left-hand corner under People. 

An existing person is edited using the arrow symbol. 

 

 

80  Customer details / Overview of persons 



 

The Contact Editor opens, in which you can enter the contact person's personal 

data or edit the existing data. 

Click on "Save" to save the changes. 

 

 

81  Person > View mode 

 

To delete a person, select the person using the check box in front of the relevant 

list entry. Then click on "Delete". 

 



 

 

82  Delete contact 

 

Add and delete documents 

To add documents (Office documents or PDFs) to a company or contact, use the 

blue arrow to the far right of the company's list entry. This will take you to the 

customer details. Switch from "Contacts" to "Documents" in the lower area. 

There you can click on the "Add" button to add another document or, after selecting 

an existing document, you can remove it with "Delete". 

 

 

83  Add document to a company 

Depending on the functionality at company level, you can also add individual 

documents to a contact or delete the existing documents there at the lowest level 

"Contacts". 

 

84  Delete documents of a company 



 

 

18. Access Rights 

 

Under the menu item "Access rights", users and their roles and the associated 

rights are managed.  

 

Users 

The individual users are managed here. As an administrator, you can add new 

users, edit existing user information or delete existing users. 

 

 

85  Add users 

 

Add User 

1. Click on the button: "Add". 

2. Then the user editor opens, in which you can enter the user data and make 

various settings.  

3. Fill in the displayed fields with the appropriate information. The fields marked in 

the figure should always be filled in or selected. By giving the user a name, the 

user is clearly identifiable.  

4. The e-mail address is required, as the user receives an e-mail immediately after 

saving, with which he can confirm his registration and set his password.  

5. Also define whether the user is active and what role and access rights he or she 

should have. A detailed role description follows in the next section. 

6. Then confirm the process with "Save". 



 

 

 

86  Add a new user 

 

Edit user data 

You can also edit the data and settings for existing users. To edit the data for a 

user, select the pen icon in the list of the respective user. 

 

 

87 Editing user data 

 



 

Then the user editor opens as you know it from adding a new user. The previous 

user data is stored there, which you can now edit and save. 

To edit the configuration for several users simultaneously, select these users by 

checking the checkboxes in front of their names. 

 

 

88  Edit configuration for several users 

 

You can now enable, disable or delete all selected users from the system. You can 

also assign roles or remove roles. To do this, select "Manage groups". 

 

89  Manage groups for multiple users 

 

The selected users are now displayed. You can select the desired group to assign 

to or remove from users. 

 

Groups 

The "Groups" view provides an overview of the different permissions that users 

have in the respective groups. There are currently the following groups: 



 

▪ Users  

The "User" role is authorized to use all available functions in the Mobile App. The 

"user" can also view, create or edit entries in the CRM module and manage his own 

profile in the backend. This role should therefore be assigned to users who mainly 

use the mobile app ("field service"). 

▪ Administrators  

The "Administrator" role is also able to perform all relevant configurations in the 

backend. This includes the administration of product catalogues, the configuration 

of colors, the (de)activation of functions and modules, the editing of templates and 

the menu. In addition, an administrator has editing access to the user 

administration. 

▪ Content Manager 

The "Content Manager" role is responsible for adding, editing and deleting 

catalogues, i.e. the content of all categories and products. 

▪ Designer 

The role "Designer" has the rights to change the colors and fonts of the apps 

according to your corporate design. 

▪ Integrators 

An "integrator" is authorized to configure the interfaces for a client on a technical 

level and to trigger data imports. 

 

Tip: Additional roles (e.g. Publisher) can be defined using the basic 
authorizations. Please contact us if you require further roles. 

 

Content permissions 

You can also link the visibility of this catalogue to access rights for each catalog. 

Only users who are then assigned this access right may view the relevant catalog. 

You assign the access right when you create a catalogue or subsequently by 

inserting a new name. 

 



 

 

90  Allocation of an access permissions 

 

By default, a catalogue is visible to all (- no restriction -). Only in exceptional cases 

is it worth assigning an access permission, e.g. if the contained product data are 

to be made accessible only to a small circle of users (price lists, drafts, etc.). 



 

Then assign a new access permission by clicking on the plus symbol or select an 

existing access permission from the list. 

Only users who have been assigned this access right in the user dialogue are 

allowed to see the restricted catalog. Therefore, open the corresponding user in the 

user administration and add the right just created under "Access rights". 

 

 

91  Assignment of an access right in the user dialogue 

 



 

In Access Rights > Content Permissions you get an overview of the already created 

access permissions. Here you can delete or rename all access rights. 

 

92  Content Permissions Overview 

 

19. Configuration 

 

In the "Configuration" section, you make various settings that affect the entire 

appearance of the application. You can also view contact and license information 

and manage backups. More on this in the following sections on the subordinate 

elements. 

 

General information 

 

Contact and License Information 

At the top of the page, you can view the contact information of the person 

responsible for client licensing and administration on the customer side. You can 

also view the license information such as the sales tax ID. This information is 

helpful both for you and the people responsible on mVISE pages. 

You cannot edit the information yourself. To notify us of a change, please contact 

the e-mail address provided. 

 



 

 

93  Contact and License Information 

 

Features 

In the lower part of the page there is the possibility to enable or disable certain 

functions or modules within the app. 

In this way, unused modules can simply be hidden, making the app easier to handle.  

Simply click on "Enable" to activate or on "Disable" to deactivate the corresponding 

function. 

Please note that the change becomes effective immediately after the click, without 

renewed confirmation. 



 

 

94  Features 

 

Features 

In the last section you can change what kind of PDF viewer will be used in apps. 

Default is “PlugPDF”. However, it is recommended for slower devices (e.g. iPad 4th 

Generation) to change to the native viewer which is less resource consuming. 

 

Logo and font 

Under the menu item "Logo and font" you will find general settings for name, logo 

and font used. 

 

General information 

In the upper part of the page, you can choose "General" to define the display name, 

the logo and the background image of the homescreen for the Mobile App.  

 



 

 

95  General configuration 

▪ The display name is displayed within the app on the homescreen in the upper 

menu bar. Before the first manual change, the display name is 

"MyCompany". To change the display name, click in the input field and enter 

the new display name. Then confirm your entry with "Save". 

▪ The logo is included at the top of the app in the side menu. At the beginning 

of use this logo field is empty. To add or change a logo, simply click on the 

appropriate area and upload an image from your local memory. The ideal 

dimensions for the image can be found in the table in the last chapter. Then 

confirm the process with "Save". 

▪ The background image refers only to the start screen. This field is also 

empty at first. To add or change an image as background, simply click on 

the appropriate area and upload an image from your local memory. The ideal 

dimensions for the image can be found in the table in the last chapter. Then 

confirm the process with "Save". 

▪ To delete one of the graphics, click on the "Delete" button. You can then undo 

this action immediately ("Undo") or confirm it. To confirm, simply click on 

"Save" at the bottom of the page. 

 

96  General settings for logo and background image 

 



 

Fonts 

Here you can select your font, which is used throughout the app, both in the user 

interface and in all category and product templates. Roboto is set as the default 

font in four sections: Roboto Light, Regular, Medium and Bold. You can choose 

between other fonts. Then save your selection. 

 

97  Fonts 

 

Fonts 

Here you can select the font styles depending on the selection of font in the table 

above. All these font styles (weights) are applied in category and product 

templates. 

98 Font Styles 

 

Color scheme 

Under the menu item "Color scheme" you will find the most important color design 

settings to significantly influence the appearance of the Mobile App. 



 

Here you can set the color for many areas, fonts, buttons and dialogs throughout 

the app. 

This setting works in such a way that you first define your individual color palette 

(step 1). You can then use the colors of your color palette for each element (step 

2). 

  

99  Color settings 

 

Step 1 - Define individual color palette 

To add a new color, click on the "+" symbol. 

 



 

 

100  Add new color 

 

You can now name the color individually, select the coarse color range and the 

exact color, and set the transparency. If you have a corporate design style guide in 

your company and defined exact color values there, you should use the respective 

RGBa or HEX values. Save the new color with "Assign". 

To change an existing color, move the cursor over the respective color and then 

select "Edit". Then the color editor opens and you can edit the color. 

Tip: Transparencies can also be changed directly in the input field. Values 
from 0 to 1 are allowed, and 1, that is, 100% coverage, is set by default. 

 

 

101  Edit color 

 



 

To check where a color is used, move the cursor over the corresponding color and 

then select "Filter". Below the color palette the color filter opens, which shows you 

where the respective color is used. 

You can also delete colors from the color palette, but only those that are not used 

any more. To delete, select "Filter" again and, if necessary, replace the color to be 

deleted in all relevant places. You can then delete the color from the color palette. 

 

 

102  Delete color 

 

Step 2 - Use colors: 

To use colors from the previously defined color palette, first select the category in 

which you want to edit a color object. 

 

 

103  Categories of color objects 

 



 

Once you have selected a category (e.g. "Navigation"), you can select the respective 

color objects and assign a color from the color palette to each one individually. To 

do this, click in the current color range with the pencil symbol. Then select a color 

and confirm the process with "Save". 

 

 

104  Color objects, example navigation 

 

At the end do not forget to save your changes by pressing the Save Button. 

 

Backups and Presets 

The Mobile App enables you to perform backups. This means you can save all 

important local settings and restore them to a new device or after reinstalling the 

app. 

In this area in the backend, you can then view all backups that were performed 

within the mobile apps and uploaded to the backend.  

You can also set these backups as "Preset". This will use your backup, i.e. your 

saved local settings, as the default for all future new installations of the Mobile 

App. 

The local settings include the tile view on the start screen, the bookmarks created 

or the saved presentations and logs within the Mobile App. 

To set a backup as a preset, simply click on the preset icon in the backup line and 

confirm your entry. 

 



 

 

105  Backups and Presets 

 

20. Profile 

 

You can access your personal profile via the menu item "Profile". Alternatively, click 

on your e-mail address at the top right and then on "Profile". 

 

Personal Information 

Your personal data is displayed at the top of the screen. You can edit your data by 

simply clicking on the respective line. Then save your changes.  

 

 

106  Personal data 

 



 

User data 

Further down in the same view, you can change your personal password under 

"User data" by entering your new password in both fields provided for this purpose. 

Click on "Save" to save the change. 

Please note that changing your password will result in immediate logout. You must 

then log in again with your new access data. 

 

107  User data 

 

21. Selection of templates in the backend 

 

Currently, you can choose between category and product templates in the 

SaleSphere backend. These different forms of presentation have different 

emphases. This means that depending on how you want to display the content, 

different templates are available.  

 

The table gives you an overview of which template is suitable for which content: 

 

Grid view (category) tile design 

List view (category) list design 

Media view (category) Use for media files 

Small image with text (product) Pictures and a lot of text 

Gallery (Product) Portrait or landscape images 
(depending on gallery positioning) 

Gallery with Tabs (Product) Landscape pictures with tabs 

 

You select the individual templates when you edit the catalogue contents. 



 

 

108  Selecting a template with settings 

 

Grid view 

 

Type: Category template 

▪ Arrangement of tiles with standard alignment top left 

 



 

 

109  Variation 1: without image gallery in the upper part 

 

110  Variation 2: with picture gallery in the upper part 



 

You can change the default alignment for this template in the top left-hand corner 

of the backend. Accordingly, the alignment can be selected: 

 

111  Arrangement of tiles 

 

Further examples of this template: 

 

112  Example Grid view (alignment Top_Left) 



 

The template can also be used as a medium for a document or video. It is sufficient 

to assign exactly one PDF to the template. When called up, the PDF is then 

displayed directly. 

 

 

113  Example Grid view (alignment Bottom_Right) 

 

List view 

 

Type: Category template 

▪ List of products in the left master area; on the right display of the selected 

product 

 



 

 

114  Master detail view in the list view 

 

Media view 

 

Type: Category template 

This template is intended to list media files such as Office files, PDFs or videos. 

The style corresponds to the tile arrangement of the grid view, but for media files. 

 

  



 

Small gallery with text 

 

Type: Product Template 

▪ Any number of pictures, documents or videos in the upper left field 

▪ Rich media texts top right and bottom 

▪ Suitable for product presentations with a lot of text 

 

 

115  Image with text 

 

Gallery 

 

Type: Product Template 

 

▪ Any number of pictures, documents or videos in the field on the right or left 

▪ Rich media texts next to it 



 

▪ The template is especially suitable for product presentations with large 

portrait pictures or documents. 

 

 

116  Gallery with image on the right 

 

Gallery top 

 

Type: Product Template 

 

▪ Any number of pictures, documents or videos in the field above 

▪ Rich media texts below 

▪ The template is suitable for product presentations with large landscape 

pictures and few texts. 



 

 

117  Gallery top 

 

Variants with Tabbar 

The product templates mentioned above each have the option of activating a 

tabbar at the bottom of the screen. This allows you to display a large number of 

documents or images in a structured manner.  

This option is particularly necessary if you want to display "Related Products" (see 

above). 

 



 

 

118  Tabbar option with three tabs 

 

119  Tabbar Option in Gallery view 



 

 

120  Tabbar option with two tabs 

 

Gallery with tabs 

 

Type: Product Template 

 

▪ Any number of pictures, documents or videos in the field above 

▪ Tabs with texts below 

▪ The template is suitable for product presentations with large landscape 

pictures and structured texts. 

 



 

 

121  Product with 4 tabs 

 

 

  



 

Ideal dimensions of images 

In this table we have listed the optimum image dimensions for working with 

SaleSphere. The dimensions are intended as guidelines to ensure that your images 

have a small file size and still a good display quality: 

 

Mobile App Configuration 

company logo 640 x 300 px 

homescreen background 2048 x 1536 px 

App Icon (only iOS version 11) 1024 x 1024 px 

 
 

CMS > Catalogues 

thumbnail 600 x 480 px 

Catalogue background 2048 x 1536 px 

 
 

CMS > Category and Product Templates 

thumbnail 600 x 480 px 

Grid view (category) Gallery: 2048 x 780 px 

List view (category) Gallery: 1420 x 560 px 

Small image with text (product) Gallery: 720 x 576 px 

Gallery (Product) gallery right/left: 1024 x 1408 px 
Gallery top: 2048 x 816 px 

Gallery with tab (product) 2048 x 816 px 



 

 

22. Your contact 

 

Company address: 

SaleSphere GmbH 

Wanheimer Straße 66 

40472 Düsseldorf  

Germany 

 

Company contact: 

Contact 

Phone: +49 (211) 78 17 80-0 

Fax: +49 (211) 78 17 80-78 

Email: salesphere@mvise.de 

 

Telephone support for enterprise customers only. 

 

Website: 

http://www.salesphere.com 

 

For a quick and easy support, please use the support form in the app! 

 

News about the app and many other useful information can be found at: 
https://salesphere.com 

 

mailto:salesphere@mvise.de
https://salesphere.com/
https://salesphere.com/

